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A general survey of the various heavy ion reaction mechanisms 
used from low to very high incident energy is given at an intro
ductory level. The French heavy ion program centered for the 
eighties around the laboratory GANIL is outlined. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

We shall review in this paper various reaction mechanisms induced by hr̂ avy 

ions from low to very high incident energy : from few MeV/nucleon up to few 

GeV/nucleon. 

We shall see first the elastic scattering which allows us to determine the 

heavy ion interaction potential wiiich governs all the reaction mechanisms. In 

a second part we shall discuss the quasi-elastic transfer reaction where one 

or two nucléon or a small cluster is transferred between the projectile and 

the target . These quasi-elastic transfer reactions are surface type and corrcs 

pond to a small perturbation and ara rharacterised by the fact that the ejectile 

has a speed equivalent to the projectile one. These quasi-elastic transtors 

populate not only discrete excited levels but also the ones of the comi;iui;-n 

corresponding to hip,h level density for trie heavy residual nucleus. 

In .i third part, wo shall describe the deep inelastic collisions wrier? 

the two nuclei cry to fuse to:;ethf>r but this nechanisrr, i à prevented by z'r.c 
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htçh angular momenta brought by the projectile. Deep inelastic collisions are 

characterized by large kinetic energy dissipation ; it is mainly a two body 

process, where the nuclei are cooled down by emitting light particles such as 
m 

neutrons, protons and alphas. 

At higher incident energy, above something like 20 MeV/nucleon, the grazing 

collisions or quasi elastic transfer give rise *o fragmentation processes 

where the incident nucleus is broken in many pieces. At lower incident energy 

the head-on coliisic gives rise to the formation of a compound nucleus which 

deexcites by emitting light particle or by symmetrical fission, on the other 

hand at very high incident energy, in the GeV/A region,total explosion of the 

target and projectile was observed. 

At the end of this paper, the French heavy ion program centered around 

the new national laboratory GANIL will be presented. By January 1983 experiments 

will start at this new facility. 

II. ELASTIC SCATTERING 

There are two different aspects in the heavy ion scattering : the diffraction 

phenomenon due to the strong absorption of the projectile by the target and the 

refractive phenomenon due to the Coulomb and nuclear attractive potential. The 

interplay between these two phenomena is rather sophisticated and can be 

correctly taken into account by solving the optical model Schroedinger equation : 

the interaction potential having an imaginary part which siimulates the nuclear 

absorption. However semi-classical considerations art important to understand 

the nature of this potential. 

In addition of those two aspects, we have to consider ac low incident 

tr-nergy the compound elastic component. A compound nucleus can be formeu .vT.ich 

can display resonances and decavs back in the elastic i-hanncl. It is not. .••bvious. 



with heavy ionsfthat a true compound nucleus^can be formed, may be we are 

dealing only with a di-nuclear system having a large deformation. This reso

nance contribution has tj disappear as the incident energy increases. 

AC low incident energy, in the vicinity of the Coulomb barrier^ the diffraction 

is of the Fresnel type. This can be seen in fig. 1 for the elastic scattering 

of 0 on Pb at 170 MeV incident energy, the lead Coulomb barrier is about 

90 MeV. On the other hand,well above the Coulomb barrier, we are dealing with 

plane waves and diffraction is of the Fraunhoffer type. This is the case in 
16 12 fig. 1 for 0 on C target, the incident energy is still 170 MeV and the 

Coulomb barrier is presently only 12 MeV. 

In Fig. 2 is presented the refractive aspect of the elastic scattering. 

The potential is for large distance repulsive due to the Coulourab force and 

for small distance attractive, the maximum of V(r) is the height of the 

Coulomb barrier. If the scattering amplitude is developed in partial waves, 

there is classically a connection between the incident angular momentum and 

the angle of deflection. We can say also that there exists a correspondence 

between the deflection angle and the impact parameter. This is picturized in 

the deflection function 6^. There is a maximum deflection angle for the 

Coulomb scattering called 6 C; classically speaking there is no deflection 

backward than 6 , this the Coulomb rainbow phenomenon. Trajectories correspond

ing to negative angle do exist and are due to the nuclear attraction. Roughly 

speaking if the incident energy is smaller, in absolute value, than the depth 

of the nuclear potential,the incoming particle can orbit permanently around 

the target nucleus ; otherwise if tho incident energy is much larger than the 

depth of the potential, we are dealing only with nuclear rainbow : maximum 

negative deflection angle, the particle orbits part ivaround the target nucleus. 

So far orbiting has bi?en never evidenced, on che other hand the nuclear rainbow 

phenomenon is volL known in alpha scattering jxperiments as it can be vieved 

fig. 3. For i 5') MeV incident energy .*lpiu particle*, the platoau observ.vi in 

the srmular distribution is the sî n.-ituro of tn a nuclear rainbow, at :\?rv.im 



angle a Fraunhoffer diffractiona1 pattern can be clearly seen. The nuclear 

rainbow phenomenon allows us to determine the depth of the potential. This 

nuclear depth is 50 MeV for the alpha particle. For heavier ions, this phe-

rtomenrn had been so far evidenced only for Li ions. This is presented in fig. 4. 

May be for other heavier particles the incident energies in the experiments 

were too low. Analysis performed with the optical model indicates that this 

phenomenon of nuclear rainhot* can be seen only if the absorption is weak enough 

at the nuclear surface. 

At low incident energy, few MeV/nucleon, we are dealing with the third 

phenomenon, the one which has a resonant behaviour. Effectively, the excitation 

function measured for the elastic scattering at 180° c m . exhibits a resonance 

behaviour, the yieli of the excitation Junction varies rapidly and erratically 
28 16 16 with the incident energy. A such example is given in Fig. 5 for the Si( 0, 0) 

elastic scattering. Furthermore we can see in this figure that there is no 

correlation between the elastic and inelastic channel : excitation of the first 
+ 28 2 of Si. In fact, at so high excitation energy in the compound nucleus, we 

are not anymore dealing with well separated resonances but with statistical 

fluctuations of tae Ericson type. It has turned out in a statistical analysis 

that these fluctuations are much larger than the ones predicted by the level 

density extiapolated from neutron measurements at low excitation energy (10 MeV). 

In Figs 6 and 7 are presented the angular distribution measured in the 

previous energy region. In the past the backward oscillations were first con

sidered as a signature of orbiting phenomenon in fact there is too many partial 

waves contributing to the shape of these angular distributions. Curves on the 

figures 6 and 7 are the results of a best theoretical fit. A particuljr nn.ise 

shift analysis had been performed, in addition to the usual background c.rr. 

for the nuclear scattering natri:: elements, fluctuating terms have been jaded. 

These terms nave a magnitude of the order of few hundredths .Fiqs 'A and '.* present 



these scattering matrix elements plotted in the Argand-Gauchy plane. Tru-

fluctuations are very strong, only at low incident energy, may be there we 

are dealing with resonances, these fluctuations have the tendency to disappear 

at higher incident energy. This is in favour of a statistical model phenomenon. 

III. QUASI-ELASTIC TRANSFER REACTIONS 

Quasi-elastic transfer reactions have been extensively studied at low incident 

energy between 3 and 5 MeV/nucleon. These reactions are of the surface type, they 

are called alsc grazing collisions or peripheril reactions. The yields of 

these reactions are dominated by the dynamics of the direct process. We have 

to face the I matching conditions which say that the transferred L has to 

balance the incoming angular momentum of the grazing wave with the outgoing 

angular momentum. In addition there is the 0 matching energy condition which 

assures the balance between the difference of height of the Coulomb barrier 

in the entrance and exit channel. From a classical point of view the transfer 

reaction is favoured every time there exists a good continuity between the en

trance and exit trajectories. 

These reactions are theoretically well described by the distorted wave 

method. If the reaction occurs in one step : transfer of one nucléon or a 

cluster to a given final state for the heavy residual nucleus, the Distorted 

Wave Born Approximation (DWBA) is perfectly suitable. On the other hand 

if the nucléon or the cluster is transferred after or before a core excitation 

of the target and/or projectile (generally a collective state), the Coupleii 

Channel Born Approximation (CCBA) formalism has to be used. In case of muitinuclnon 

transfer, the competition between successive transfer and simultaneous transfer 

has also to be considered, this is the object of the Coupled Reaction Channel 

(CP.C) formalism. 

An example of one-nucléon transfer reaction in <;ivt:n in ~ir:. 10 f.»r '.'..-
203o, .16. !5.., :09„. . - * 

Po( 0, ..) Bx r e a c t i o n rsensureu JC ,:: : r.'r.?nt ener~i.-\<;. Tins r i - r in : u 



only for the ground state transition. It has turned out in this ( 0, N) 

reaction theoretical analysis that DWBA is able to reproduce the relative 

intensities of all the discrete states at each incident energy. Thesr dis-

crete states are all single particle levels. The reproduction of the relative 

intensities is the most important and interesting point. Nevertheless, the 

absolute values, at various energies are not correctly predicted, and so far, 

for this discrepancy, there is no satisfactory explanation. 

As far as only the shapes and the order of magnitudes of the cross-sections 

are concerned a very simple model of DWBA can be developed in the framework 

of the diffractional model. Examples of application of such model are given 

on Figures 11 and 12 respectively for the Ni ( 0. C) Zn reactions leading 

to the g.s. 0 and the first 2 and 3 excited levels and also for the 

Ge( 0, C) Se reaction. In the first example, the Ni target case, the 

shape dependence of the angular distributions versus the final spin is well 

reproduced : oscillations vanish as the transferred angular momentum increases, 

There are only three parameters on this diffractional DWBA model necessary to 

reproduce the shape of the angular distributions : the scattering, radius 
1/3 1/3 R • 1.60(A_ + A p ) fermi, the diffusivity or the thickness of the peel of 

the nucleus d = 0.250 fermi and the phase angle A8 = - 0.75 rd which is pro-
64 portional to the nuclear attraction. These numerical values are for the Ni 

target example. 

76 In Fig. 12, case of the Ge target/we have two different kinds of anzuiar 

distributions. The ones of the s-s. 0 and of the first excited state 3 

are bell shaped. This is at low incident energy, with respect to the Couicrr.o 

barrier, the signature of a one-step process, in which the cluster of two 

protons is directly transferred from the projectile to tha tarcot. On t!u> 
+ 

other hand for the 2 state .it O.0I3 MeV excitation ijner:y, the angular dis
tribution has an oscillator/ pattern which is at low inciJ»*nt energy the 



signature of a two-step process involving core excitation of th«.- targ-.-t before 

and after that the cluster is transferred.The parametrization of the one-step 

process is r » 1.55 fm, d * 0.375 fra and £.3 • - 0.50 rd while, for the two-step 
«r O 

process, we have r = 1.55 fm, d » 0.200 fr. and £9 •- 0.750 rd. The difference 

in the values of these parameters can be explained by more sophisticated cal

culations called Exact-Finite-Range CCBA. 

The Exact-Finite-Range distorted wave -ethod is the only method which allows 

to do spectroscopical studies discriminating between the various particle-hole 

configurations and collective motions. On the other hand the purpose of the 

simple diffractional model is to study only the excitation of the continuum 

states in quasi-elastic transfer. 

The cross-section for the continuum state is given by the following formula : 

d 2 

dÔ5Ê ' \ p ( E*' J )°DWBA ( e' Ef' J ) 

ft 
where p(E,J) is the level density of the final system with a certain spin law 

distribution, o n U R A is the reduced DWBA cross-section for a given excitation 

energy and a given final spin. 

The figures 13 and 14 show the success of this formula for the Ca( 0, C) Ti 
J c .u 208_ U /I6 r t 12..212- , 208„ L /16„ 11_.213. reaction and for the Pb( 0, C) Po and Pb( 0, 3) At reactions. The 

nuclear temperature of the level density deduced from these analyses ran^c between 

2.7 and 4 McV which is too large by factor 2 whith respect to the statistical level 

density temperature deduced by neutron scattering at low excitation energy (10 MeV) . 

IV. Di:EP 1\'ELASTIC COLLISIONS 

The fusion reaction cross section is >;iven by the fol lowinc; formula : 

ar .. - ,R 2(! - J 2 — ) 
c. n : 



where R is the scattering radius, V, the height of the Coulomb barrier and 
o 

E the incident energy in the center of mass. This formula for the f o m ent. 
ation of a compound nucleus is well verified at low incident energy as it can 
» 27 16 
be viewed from Fig. IS for the case of Al bombarded with 0 nuclei. The plot 
is done versus 1/E . Nevertheless at high energy (small value of l/E ) c.rn. c.m. 
there is a drastic change of the slope and the reduced fusion radius becomes 

very small, of the order of 1 ferrai instead of 1.55 fermi. That means that 

another kind of reaction mechanism is competing with the fusion. This new 

mechanism is called deep inelastic collision. 

If we do a schematic plot of the partial wave reaction cross-sections 

as it is done in Fig. 16, we can distinguish the following reeion. For very 

high angular momenturn we are dealing with the quasi-elastic process, or grazing 

collision, for smaller £ values we have the r.egion of deep inelastic collisions 

where the two nuclei cannot fuse due to the high angular momentum brought to the 

composite system by the projectile. The third region, even smaller angular 

momentum is the one of complete fusion or formation of a compound nucleus, 

for heavy projectile, this compound nucleus decays by symmetrical fission 

due to the large value of the angular momentum still present in the system, 

for lower £ value we have the evaporation residue cooled by particle evaporation 
4 n, p, He and y-ray emission. For very low angular momentum, there exists a 

fourth region of vibrational instability which has never been really evidenced, in 

this head-on collision, the two nuclei cannot fuse and the projectile undergoes 

fragmentation. 

Tiie deep i n e l a s t i c phenomenon i s a two-hody p r o c e s s , a f t e r the collLjirsn 

the res idua l nucloi and the e j e r . t i l e aro t a rpe t l i ko or pro jeer, i l el i ke . Hie 

c ro s s - s ec t i on becomes very small for îar.sçu exchange of nuc lear m a t t e r . The 

main c h a r a c t e r i s t i c of deep i n e l a s t i c c o l l i s i o n is the larf.e d i s s i p a t i o n oi 

k i n e t i c energy. Completely damped proiTPSiîO'î are poss ii^le •.-.•'•lero t!;.j e j i ' - t i i i - as 

the ennrcy oi th«r Coulcnb b a r r i e r in the ex i t ••rianm:! . 



The Wilczynski plot describes rather well the phenomenon, see Fig. 17: in 

the top of the figure is presented a contour plot of collision cross-section 

versus the ejectile kinetic energy and the scattering angle. The largest yield 

corresponds to the quasi-elastic transfer centered at the grazing angle where 

the elastic scattering cross-section starts to deviate from the pure Rutherford 

law. More the trajectories go to forward angles, nearest trajectories to the 

target - see bottom of Fig. 17 - more the ejectile kinetic energy decreases. 

Target and ejectile are heated during the collision. A second branch correspond

ing to negative angle starts to develop. Very large kinetic energy is dissipated ; 

the projectile is revolving around the target. Experimentally, it is impossible 

to distinguish between positive and negative angle. Fig 18 is the experimental 

result for the Th( Ar,K)Ac reaction performed at 388 MeV incident energy. 

In a very crude model, the relative abundances of various isotopes (ejectiles) 

produced in a deep inelastic collision are given by the relationship of Volkov. 

In this model a di-nuclear system is formed during the collision which decays 

statistically to the various open channel. The reaction cross-section is given 

by the following formula : 

j /A -,x AV Q 
da(A,Z) c g.s.-*g.s. 

d n
 = e x p ' — e x p ' i r — 

where AV is the difference in height of Coulomb barrier between the entrance 

and exit channel. Fig. 19 gives an example of a Volkov plot for a 0 bean 
208 

bombarding a Pb target at 140 MeV incident energy. The nuclear temperature 

is given by the slope of the straight line in this semi-logarithmic plot 

and is 2.7 MeV. 
SeVor.il formalisms have been develops; in a ;;r»;at detail l.o descri;?.-* i;h.> 

Jeep inelastic collisions. They involve scmi-eiassic.il friction and viscostc; 

concents as well as diffusion thenrv governed bv the Folkor-Planv'k ensiac i -:i. 

http://SeVor.il
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V. FRAGMENTATION AND FIRE- BALL MODEL. 

Above a certain threshold in incident energy which presently is not well 

defined, 20 to 50 MeV/nucleon, there is no more quasi-elastic transfer or grazing 

collision but fragmentation of the projectile in many pieces. The model of 

Lukyanov and Titov can be applied to describe this phenomenon ; the model says 

that the projectile in a peripheral collision is heated by the impact of the 

two nuclei and decays statistically to all the break-up channels opened ; the 

target nucléons are spectator in this crude model. The deep inelastic collision 

in this high energy region is replaced by the fire-ball model. In this model 

the overlapping part of the target and projectile are heated to a tremendous 

temperature of the order of -0 to 50 MeV and the remaining parts of the target 

and projectile are just spectators which cool down by omitting light particles. 

This model is illustrated in Fig. 20. The temperature of the fire-ball is measured 

by fitting the proton energy spectra with a maxwellian distribution, see for 

example Fig. 21. On the other hand the temperature of the spectator nuclei is 

given by the width of the energy distribution of the ejectile : an example is 

given for the 8500 MeV Ar beara on a Th target, the speed of the ejectiies is 
Mf the same that the speed of the projectile that means : E, = r- E, .On figure 22 

f 40 Ar. ° 

the widths are directly proportion.-»I to the temperature and is 8.9 MeV. This is 

the limit for the temperature of a stable nucleus. 

At this point, it is important to discuss the heavy ion "phase diagram'' 

Fig. 23. The regions of various phenomena are plotted versus the impact parameter 

and the incident energy. In the MeV/A region we are dealing with complete r'wsion 

for small impact parameter ar.d for higher impact parameter with deep in.-'iasrir 

reaction and grains collisions called also quasi-elastic transfer react ions. 

At much higher energy, C"eV/.\ region, comnlute fusion is replaced on heiii->'n 

collision by total explosion of nuclear matter and the more «iistanr cci I L.,i.-:v; 



- » I -

are described by the p-arcieipa-.t-sp«.»ctator rsudel or firt—"rail -.vk-l. " 

Finally Fig. 24 is a résumé of the temperature encountered for these 

various phenomena form very low incident energy up to the CeV/A region. Ke 

do not know with the fire-ball rodel what is the liait of teapetature. The 

140 HeV is the threshold enct&y for pion cris* ion ar.d 8 VtV is the ruclcar 

binding energy. 

VI. PRESENTATION OF THE LABORATORY OF GAXIL (FRANCE). 

The GASIL (Grand Accélérateur National Ions Lourds) will be for the near 

future the French national facility for heavy ion studies. Its range in energy 

will allow us to build a bridge between low energy physics (below 10 HeV/A) 

and high energy physics GeV/A region. 

The topicsamong many others which will be studied with CAXIL would be : 

elastic-scattering, nuclear rainbow and surface transparency for reaction cross-

section, quasi elastic transfer process with the simplification cf z'~e disappear 

ance of two step processes involving core excitation due to the increase of 

incident energy, deep inelastic collisions, threshold studios for fragmentation 

of projectile and fire-ball model, exotic nuclei rrutron or proton rich produced 

in deep inelastic reactions, nuclear matter compressibility, shock wave phe

nomena, coherent pion productions, Y-ray studies,high spin st.ites and >-ray-

emission from the continuum. 

The GAKIL is a combination of 3 cyclotrons. The first nnc» is a 5rail oc»T.par.t 
2 cyclotron of K - 25 (E, » K(Z /A) MeV). Tin» beam extracted from this cvclrtrcn 

is then injected in the first Soparatcd-S»»ctor-i;yrlorron (.S.'̂C) of K * -'iO 

anc of j:ain in mur^y equal to \f>. Artvr îcce S •.- ration in this first SSC t:u-

extracccd bt*3P. in eltrctr.in-atritspiTti in n <-arbo.i toil : th-.- ratio o: v-'nar: • 

st.itc ittiir Jnd before cha '"''il ïr, about ». The /.trinncu 'îi'̂ m [.: :hfn Lrtj.-cj»?i 

\.r. :*•.<• ;e<-cnrt S:-T indent ij.il .ii-\?:;t :.? z\\r -ir>v:."is ••r.*:. ''.<•- -.*;:•: ir\:—. t :T • r r.; • • 
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for heavy ions situated between C and Ca is 100 MeV/A. For Zr, the maximum 
238 energy is still 50 MeV/A and for U, 10 MeV/A. The range of intensity will 

be between 10 p.p.s. and 10 p.p.s. from the light ions up to very hea/y 
m 

-3 
ones. The energy resolution is better than 10 . The complete accelerating 
system will be operated by two computers MITRA !25 of the French Cil Company. 

The beam for nuclear physics will be available by January 1983. The total 

cost of the whole laboratory, including all buildings is about 85 millions of 

U.S. dollars. The laboratory GANIL is located at Caen 125 miles west of Paris 

The largest equipments for nuclear physics at GANIL are : a energy lost 

magnetic-spectrometer (dispersion matching) , a larje time of flight scattering chamber 

with two arms of 5 meters, two large scattering chambers, and a y-ray gonio~e:or. 

In addition 5 computers Modcomp classic will take care of the data acqui

sition and data reductions of the experiments. 

This Ganil Laboratory will be one of the largest and most powerful in the 

world of the eighties. The Figs 25 and 26 preser.c respectively the injector 

cyclotron and the 8 magnets of the two separated sector cyclotrons. 

Langkawi, September 1980. 



FIGURE CAPTIONS 

11 T)8 Fig. 1 : Elastic scattering angular distributions of 0 on " Pb target and 

~C target measured at 170 MeV lab. incident energv. 

Fig. 2 : Semi-classical description of the elastic scattering : (a) Heavy ion 

interaction potential, real part of the optical model potential : (b) 

WKB deflection function for the previous potential ; (c) various tra

jectories corresponding to the different branches of the deflection 

function. 

Fig. 3 : Alpha elastic scattering angular distributions measured at 150 MeV 

incident energy on various target isotopes. 

c 90 

Fig. A : Li elastic scattering angular distributions on Si target measured 

from 9 to 135.1 - MeV incident energy. At the highest energy the 

nuclear rainbow phenomena can be clearly seen. 

Fig. 5 : Excitation function of the elastic and inelastic scattering of 0 on 
28 

Si target. 

1 fi ?ft 
Fig. 6 : Complete angular distributions of 0 elastic scattering on Si target, 

Fig. 7 : Same caption as fig. 6. 

Fig. 3 : Plot of the nuclear scattering matrix elements in the Arqand Cnuchv 

plane. The solid curve is the nuclear background of the S-matri:;. The 

dots represent the total nuclear scattering elements which allow r.o 

reproduce, in great details the elastic angular distributions of Viz. o. 

Fig. 9 : See caption of Fis;, 3, these matrix elements correspond to the anginar 

distributions of T'igure 7. 



• u • c 2 0 8 ^ ,16„ 15,., 2 0 9 . 

Fig. 10 : Angular distributions of Pb ( 0, N) Bi one proton trans;--r 

reaction measured at several incident energy. The solid curves are 

DWBA predictions in absolute values, the dashed curves are arbitrarily 
m 

normalized at each incident energy. 

Fig. 11 : Angular distributions of the Ni( 0, C) Zn two proton transfer 

reaction. The fits are given by a simplified DWBA analysis based on 

the diffractional model. 

Fig. 12 : Angular distributions of the Ge( 0, C) Se two proton transfer 

reaction. The fits are given by a simplified DWBA analysis based 

on the diffractional model. 

Fig. 13 : Continuum spectrum of the Ca( 0, C) Ti reaction fitted by the 

formula given in the text. 

Fig. 14 : Continuum spectra of the 2 0 8 P b ( , 6 0 , 1 2 C ) 2 1 2 P o and 2 0 8 P b ( , 6 0 , ' ' B ) 2 1 3 A t 

reactions measured at 140 MeV incident energy and fitted by the 

formula given in the text. 

1 ft 77 
Fig. 15 : Fusion cross-section of 0 projectile plus Al target. 

Fig. 16 : A presentation of the different classes of reactions in heavy ion in

teractions versus the partial wave number in the incident channel. 

Fig. 17 : Pictorial description of ollisions leading to deep inelastic reactions 

3 Fig. 18 : Contour diagram of the triple differential cross-section d -i/ch'dEcZ 
*y i *7 / f\ 

in the reaction Th( Ar,K)Ac at the energy E, = 388 MeV. 0„„ 
lab CM 

is the center of mass an^lo and TKE the tot.il kinetic energy in the 

center of mass. The contour plot is associated to the K-isotones. 

Fig. 19 : Volkov plot of the relative abundances of the isotopes produe.ud bv 
16 - ''Ofi 

a 0 beam bô /j.-irdins; :i i'b tara.-r at; K G !!•..• V inc:Jcnt cr.er-j", 



Fig. 20 : In Che fire-ball model the target and projectile are assumed to make 

clean cylindrical cut through each other leaving a target spectator 

residue, and if the impact parameter is large enough also a projectile 
m 

spectator. The fire-ball is made up from the participant nuclecns 

which are mutually swept out in the primary interaction. 

Fig. 21 : Measured proton spectra from an uranium tirget at 30°, 60°, 90° and 
20 120° in the laboratory. For Ne at 250 MeV/nucleon. The solid lines 

are calculated with the fire-ball model. 

Fig. 22 : Energy spectra of various projectile spectator fragments produced 

in the Ar, Th collision at 8500 MeV incident energy. 

Fig. 23 : Heavy ion " phase diagram" 

Fig. 24 : Temperature diagram versus the incident kinetic energy in heavy ion 

collisions. 

Fig. 25 : Injector cyclotron C of GANIL. 

Fig. 26 : The eight magnets of the two separated sector cyclotrons of GANIL. 
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